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theres one more reason to upgrade to blackmagic raw dev sdk 1.5:
that makes it the only application that works with all blackmagic raw
camera models, including blackmagic raw xt and blackmagic raw
(bmr) cards. with the current version of davinci resolve, you cant use
blackmagic raw cards because it only supports raw codecs from the
blackmagic raw xt cards, and blackmagic raw cameras. once davinci
resolve 1.5 is released, theres no need to deal with blackmagic raw
cards! just install blackmagic raw dev sdk and begin creating footage!
blackmagic raw is one of the most important new developments in
digital video since the introduction of hd. we teamed up with the
industry leaders, the blackmagic design team, to develop the leading
software to decode raw files. it features an intuitive, simplified user
interface with the same controls found in blackmagic design davinci
resolve 11. we built its robust and powerful core algorithms to give
davinci resolve a seamless integration with the unique architecture of
blackmagic raw xt. get blackmagic raw development software 1.5 and
enjoy all the benefits of a raw codec, such as a high dynamic range,
deep blacks and correct white balance, with the convenience of
native processing inside davinci resolve! make videos and work with
them in a completely new way than ever before. davinci resolve is a
powerful tool that lets you work with raw (extended raw), standard
raw, and video formats in a variety of ways. davinci resolve xt is the
only application that handles all four types of raw files, each with their
own workflow. raw users get exclusive features and performance to
edit and grade, thanks to powerful algorithms designed for this codec,
which makes it the best tool for all your high end video work. raw
users get the same tool that the professionals use to color grade and
edit the same footage, they just make it go faster and easier.
standard raw and video workflows are faster and easier than ever
with blackmagic raw dev sdk 1.5. thats why working in resolve is so
much fun and why so many pros use resolve everyday. its all the tools
youre looking for, in a single integrated application.
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a true professional non-linear editing environment designed to meet
the needs of professional editors working on feature films and

television shows. davinci resolve studio 14 is designed by
professionals for professional use. with its familiar dual monitor

design and the track layout, you can quickly and easily navigate the
davinci resolve timeline. at the same time, davinci resolve studio 14 is

fast and powerful enough for editing up to 2k 4k and 8k prores raw
and xavc/xavc s files. all of the editing tools are available in the

timeline and they are built-in to davinci resolve studio 14 so you can
add and edit content in real time. with davinci resolve studio 14, you
also get a full solution for color correction, audio, and visual effects

right in the timeline. multiple levels of automation make davinci
resolve studio 14 easier and faster than other editing solutions. and,
of course, davinci resolve studio 14 is compatible with most popular
media formats including apple prores raw, dnxhr, prores lt, dnxhr 4k,

prores 4k, avchd, hdv, mpeg2, 2k, 3d and many others. davinci
resolve studio 14 is a perfect solution for post production pros

working on feature films and television shows. we created davinci
resolve studio 14 to be the industrys most powerful and easiest to use
professional non-linear editing software. davinci resolve studio 14 is
designed by professionals for professionals. and, of course, davinci
resolve studio 14 is compatible with most popular media formats.

additionally, blackmagic has also created davinci resolve studio 14 to
be fully integrated with popular nles such as final cut pro x. in fact,

davinci resolve studio 14 can be synced to final cut pro x libraries and
content with no problem. 5ec8ef588b
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